In support of efforts in response to the emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the pathogen causing novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), the scientific community has attempted to predict its transmission trends, often through disease modeling. However, disease-specific parameter estimates for SARS-CoV-2 vary greatly. These parameters include the serial interval (SI), or the duration between onset of symptoms in connected primary and secondary cases, which is crucial in estimating epidemic reproduction numbers \( R_0 \) and assessing the effects of nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) on transmission (1).

Recent studies report SARS-CoV-2 SIs ranging from 2.97 to 7.5 days, with estimates representing primarily densely populated and urban settings (Table 1; Figure 1). The rural United States was relatively untouched in early epidemic waves, but major outbreaks followed in subsequent waves, so it is unknown whether rural- and urban-based transmission differ. Our objective was to report and compare SARS-CoV-2 SI values for Montana, USA, a primarily rural population, with other global and urban estimates. The study was defined as a public health surveillance activity by the University of Montana Institutional Review Board.

We acquired COVID-19 data, reported by local health jurisdictions, from the Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services; we obtained 45,102 case records as of November 15, 2020. We examined a subset of cases with symptom onset dates during March 1–July 31, 2020 (n = 4,793), as well as secondary cases resulting from primary infections during that period, regardless of onset date. We selected this period because all reported cases were PCR positive, all NPI stages were represented (pre–shelter-in-place [pre-SIP], shelter-in-place [SIP], and reopening phase 1 and phase 2), and the proportion of identifiable transmission chains among cases was relatively high (March–June 39%–44%; July 11%) compared with later periods (August–November 0%–2%).

We assessed the records to identify all epidemiologic links. We defined links as cases having contact with another reported case, when viral infection through accepted modes of transmission was plausible. Linked records (n = 1,005) were organized into pairs and designated as primary or secondary cases. When appropriate, cases were listed as primaries for multiple secondary cases; however, cases were limited to 1 secondary designation. For some secondary cases, 1 specific primary was not clearly defined. To estimate a serial range in these situations, we assigned upper and lower bounds using the shortest and longest SIs from all possible primaries. We excluded records when we could not determine an epidemiologic link or transmission direction. We identified 583 pairs, with 466 primary and 583 secondary cases.

We gave temporal markers to pairs on the basis of the primary case’s symptom onset date, consistent with forward-looking SIs (2), and grouped them by the corresponding statewide NPI: pre-SIP, March 1–27; SIP, March 28–April 25; phase 1, April 26–May 31; phase 2 (June), June 1–30; and phase 2 (July), July 1–31. We divided phase 2 into 2 subperiods to account for changing incidence trends.
We analyzed data using R version 3.6.2 and the EpiEstim package (3,4). Complying with EpiEstim functional requirements, we assigned pairs with a zero-valued SI an upper bound of 1 day, with lower bounds unchanged (n = 52 pairs). No negative-valued SIs were identified. We excluded pairs with a SI >2 incubation periods (>28 days). We determined that a gamma distribution was most appropriate using the R0 package est.GT function (5). Next, we used EpiEstim estimate.R, with case-pair and daily incidence data, to perform a Bayesian estimation of the SI gamma distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo specified for the joint posterior sample of possible SI values (6,7).

Montana’s overall mean SI estimate was 5.68 (95% CI 5.27–6.08) days (SD 4.77 [95% CI 4.33–5.19] days) (Figure 2). Pre-SIP provided the longest subperiod estimate, 6.84 (95% CI 5.84–7.87) days. The SI shortened during SIP, to 5.54 (95% CI 3.34–8.26) days, and again during phase 1, to 5.26 (95% CI 3.64–7.21) days. However, the SI lengthened during phase 2 (June) to 6.23 (95% CI 5.59–6.85) days, almost reaching pre-SIP levels. Phase 2 (July) demonstrated a sharp reduction to the shortest SI observed, 4.42 (95% CI 3.92–4.93) days. Sensitivity analyses of NPI impact delays resulted in altered subperiod estimates, especially for phase 1 relative to other subperiods (Table 2). Additional sensitivity analyses, comparing forward- and backward-looking SIs, produced vastly dissimilar point estimates and trends.

Conclusions
Analysis of SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Montana during March 1–July 31, 2020, identified a mean SI of 5.68 (95% CI 5.27–6.08) days, falling within the bounds of 16 of 24 published estimates from more urbanized settings across the globe (Table 1; Figure 1). However, an aggregate estimate derived from data spanning multiple outbreak stages may not accurately describe Montana-based transmission because changing contact patterns and environmental influences may cause variation (1,2). Temporal analyses suggest that NPIs influenced transmission patterns, as demonstrated by Montana’s epidemic curve and fluctuating SI values (Figure 2). Ali found that SIs shorter as stricter NPIs are applied (1,8), which our subperiod estimates mostly support. However, phase 2 (July) contradicts the premise, with the shortest subperiod SI and a less restrictive NPI (Table 2). Furthermore, when accounting for NPI impact delays, the alignment falters during phase 2. This difference may occur because Ali did not assess additional epidemic.
waves, which complicates direct NPI comparisons (1). Park agreed with Ali, while also offering a mathematical proof for the relationship between epidemic growth rates, calculated from incidence data, and forward-looking SIs (2,9). Park showed that as growth rates increase, forward SIs lengthen, and that when incidence decreases (either over time or because of external factors) forward SIs shorten (2). This better describes Montana’s incidence and our subperiod estimates, with NPIs providing context (Figure 2). Increased incidence and longer SIs during pre-SIP and phase 2 (June) stem from nonexistent and relaxed NPIs, whereas decreased incidence and shorter SIs during SIP and phase 2 (July) likely result from stricter NPIs and increased compliance with public health recommendations (e.g., mask wearing and social distancing). Additional data describing social compliance would benefit this interpretation.

The first limitation of this study is that the proportion of cases with identifiable transmission chains was lower during July than in previous periods. Despite this limitation, we felt it was necessary to report an SI for a period experiencing sizable incidence fluctuations. In addition, whereas others have reported negative-valued SIs among 1.2%–14.46% of infector–infectee pairs (10–14), we failed to identify any within our data. This difference could be caused by multiple factors, including incorrectly reported symptom onset dates.
misidentified transmission direction between pairs, or both. However, the absence of negative SIs was not unique to our study; 14 of 24 published SI estimates did not include negative-valued pairs (Table 1).

Furthermore, to include pairs with a zero-valued SI, our study required changing their upper range. A sensitivity analysis of the adjustment showed minimal impact to the resulting estimate, whereas another sensitivity analysis, examining zero-valued pairs’ exclusion, returned a substantially elevated estimate. These analyses indicate that non-traditional SIs play key roles in generation time, SI, and R₀ studies, especially for SARS-CoV-2, and that inclusive methods should be used when possible.

Our study offers evidence that rural-based SARS-CoV-2 SI estimates are consistent with those describing transmission occurring in urban settings. Furthermore, temporal variations in incidence, which can be caused by NPIs, must be considered when assessing SI distributions and other transmission measures. More period-based analyses of varying NPIs and their effects on transmission dynamics would help corroborate these findings.
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